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Corporate Memory of Accidents Lasts Only Three Years

Question:
Why do companies 
repeat the same types of 
accidents over and over? 

Answer:
After three years, almost 
everyone in the company 
has forgotten the accident. 

So, it happens again. 

Solution:
Include a dramatic illustration in 
the accident communication. 

Dramatic illustrations are 
remembered up to eight 
times longer than text-only 
communications.

Safety Alert

Incident number 1114
Incident name Cleaning Contractor Fatality
Incident date September 2008
Document date May 10 2019
Outcome Fatality
Incident classifi cation Major Consequence
Document locater 570768
Version 4
HSE Management System
Investigation Tool

HSE #092858

Original Report WorkSafeBC
If you are using a printed (paper) copy of this document, you need to make sure you are using the most recent version.  Check to see if you using the most recent version by going to the “Web Location” in the box above, and looking at the number in  the “Version” 
box in the footer of the online version of this document.  If the Version number shown on the online document is the same as the version number on your printed copy, you are good.  If not, download and print the newer version before using this document.

Pressure Vessel Explosion During Well Completion

 Photo incident scene

1.0 Background

1.2.1.  Worksite

This incident occurred at a wellsite located approximately 8.5 kilometres south of the 
Clark City airport.  The wellsite consisted of two separate natural gas wells, identifi ed as 
“B Well”  and “C Well.”  B Well was classifi ed as a sour well (containing approximately 500 
ppm of hydrogen sulphide, or H2S), and C Well was classifi ed as a sweet well (containing 
no signifi cant H2S.

The licencee that owned the wells, was going through various stages of completion work 
to bring both wells online or to the point where natural gas could be fed directly into a 
pipeline gathering system.  The completion work was carried out 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week.

Gas well completion is a complex technical process involving numerous contractors.  Some 
contractors, such as those providing fi rst aid and security, may remain on site throughout 
the project.  Others, such as vacuum truck contractors, are on site for short periods of time 
as needed.

Because of their complexity, projects of this nature require a prime contractor or an owner 
to coordinate the activities of the various contractors.  In the oil and gas industry, the 
well owner typically assumes this responsibility in order to maintain tight control over 
the design of the program and the information obtained during testing.  Accordingly, the 
well owner retained the responsibility of coordinating this worksite and hired two wellsite 
supervisors to act on the company’s behalf.  The wellsite supervisors lived on site 24/7 for 
the duration of the project. 
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the duration of the project. 

Three Years Later
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Background

How to Communicate Accidents
The goal is to make the accident 
communication so vivid that employees 
do not forget the accident. 

Communications using a dramatic 
illustration are remembered up to eight 
times longer than text-only messages. 

The next time you have a serious 
accident, communicate it this way. 

Front page:
Dramatic illustration that 
captures employees’ 
attention. 

This illustration is drawn 
by an artist based on your 
instructions. 

This cannot be a photo, 
because you most likely 
do not have a good photo 
of the most dramatic 
moments of the accident. 

Contractor Not Told
Tank Alarmed for 

Explosive Environment

tion Consulting        www.

Third page:
Lessons learned and 
other more technical 
information. 

Be the Demanding Supervisor

During the investigation, the tank-cleaning 
contractors said they followed safer 
procedures at other sites.  At other sites, 
supervisors demanded safer work.  At this 
site, however, the supervisor did not require 
the safer procedures.

Advice for Supervisors

H2S contractor found an explosive 
atmosphere inside the storage tank.

H2S contractor told the supervisor 
about this dangerous result.

But, this dangerous result was not communicated  
to the cleaning contractors.

Worse, the dangerous result was not posted at the 
tank hatches.

municated

Sampling Result Not Communicated

We don’t know where the spark or 
fl ame came from.

Two possibilities are:

1.  Static electricity between the vacuum 
truck and tank (truck was not bonded or 
grounded to the tank).

2.  Flashback fl ame from the fl are stack.  
Valve between the flare and tank was 
closed, but the closed valve did not seal 
properly leaving a ¼ inch gap still open.

Ignition Source Not Known

H2S contractor did the air sampling by holding a 
personal monitor in his hand and then extending 
his arm into the open hatch.  This sampling 
method:

•  missed any light vapors (natural gas) that 
may have collected at the top of the tank 
(above the hatch)

• missed any heavier vapors (condensate 
vapors) that may have collected lower in
the tank (below the hatch)

Contractor needed to use a wand or extension 
that enabled three sample readings: low, medium, 
and high levels inside the tank.

Poor Air Sampling Technique

Dr TJ Larkin & Sandar Larkin Larkin Communication Consulting           www.Larkin.Biz 

no line 
break

no isolation

Values upstream and downstream of the tank were 
closed but no blinds or blanks were installed.

no 
lockout

Values were closed but no locks or tags attached.

no purging Tank was not purged with nitrogen or water.

no 
grounding

The vacuum truck was not grounded or bonded by 
cable to the tank or the ground.

inadequate
procedure

Procedure not step by step
Procedure didn’t identify exposure
Procedure weak risk assessment of exposure

Other Serious Problems

1.0 General

1.1 This procedure was designed and developed to assist in the inspection and authorization of 
below-the-hook lifting devices.  Below-the-hook lifting devices are defi ned as any device used 
to attach a load to a hoist.  These devices include, but are not limited to: slings, chain, wire 
rope and synthetic; and structural and mechanical devices.

1.2 Safety to persons below the operation and to the material being moved is the concern of all 
persons who operate cranes or do rigging. 

1.3 Safe and effi cient rigging requires skill, exercising good judgment and constant application of 
safety rules and practices.

1.4 This policy shall be applicable to all operations that utilize rigging/lifting equipment.

1.5 This site procedure is in addition to Overhead Crane Operations. 

2.0 Device Approval

2.1 Approved lifting devices are those which are: 1) engineering-approved, 2) made of lifting 
components (approved shackles, chains, D-rings, etc…), 3) are proof-tested, and 4) load rated 
(marked).  Approved lifting devices are subject to further inspection as defi ned in these criteria.

2.2 A lifting device is considered unapproved if it fails any of the four criteria defi ned above.  
Unapproved lifting devices shall not be used.  

2.3 Shop made devices that meet the criteria of 2.1 may be used.  

3.0 General Controls

1.1 All purchased lifting devices shall have the rated capacity affi xed.  Any in house manufactured 
lifting devices shall have been designed by engineering with the load capacities determined by 
engineering calculations or by pull testing.  All in house lifting devices shall be manufactured in 
accordance with latest ASME/ANSI/AWS or other governing standard(s).  Capacities shall be 
affi xed to all in house manufactured lifting devices. 

1.2 Alloy steel chain slings shall have permanently affi xed durable identifi cation tags stating size, 
grade, rated capacity, and reach.  Grade 80 chain shall be the minimum allowed. 

Cranes, Rigging & Lifting - CSS# 114

Title: Cranes, Rigging & Lifting Doc #: 1114 Approved by: ELT Issue Date: 10 May   
                    2015

Owner: EH&S Audit Date: 10 May 2018 Web Location: 

Applicability: all employees, contractors, all managed sites Review & Revision Date:

Contractor Not Told
Tank Alarmed for 

Explosive Environment

Photos
This photo from the accident scene 
may be useful for internal pages, 
but it is not vivid enough for the 
cover — it will not help  
to maximize memory 
retention. 

An illustration is 
preferable over  
a photo. 

For more information on this 
approach to communicating 
major incidents, see: 

“Use Scare Tactics to Communicate 
Major Incidents,” in the Aug. 2018 
issue of CEP. 

www.aiche.org/resources/publications/
cep/2018/august/use-scare-tactics-
communicate-major-incidents

Second page:
Accident details 
described in text boxes. 

Text boxes are 
integrated into the 
illustration. 

The location of the text 
boxes near the objects 
or people they describe 
maximizes memory 
retention.

Supervisor and another 
contractor were talking 
near the front open hatch

To prepare for   
cleaning, tank 
was:
•  isolated from 

the wellhead
•  two hatches 

opened to 
ventilate

•  the inside 
of the tank 
was tested 
for possible 
explosive 
atmosphere

While the contractor 
was leaning inside the 
open hatch (hosing 
sand toward the drain) 
the tank exploded

The explosive force 
blew the contractor 
away from the hatch 
slamming him into a 
neighboring tank. It 
was this impact that 
killed him

The supervisor and another contractor were 
severely burned when the explosion also 
blew out through the front open hatch

The Air Sampling

Before the cleaning 
started, another 
contractor (from 
an H2S safety 
monitoring 
company) tested 
the atmosphere 
inside the tank
His monitor 
recorded a LEL of 
16% and alarmed 
for an explosive
atmosphere

The H2S contractor 
told the supervisor 
about this high 
reading

There is no record 
of anyone telling 
the cleaning 
contractors about 
the high reading

Contractor was using a 
high-pressure water 
hose to clean storage tank

The storage tank was 
a pressure vessel 
used to separate 
solids and liquids from 
natural gas

Contractor Not Told
Tank Alarmed for 

Explosive Environment
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TitleReferences

Researcher Barry Throness examined how long employees remember major incidents in their company. He looked 
at actual incidents in his company’s safety database and interviewed employees to test their memory of the various 
incidents. His study showed that:

• after three years, memories of the incident were almost completely gone
• the few people who remembered an incident were either directly involved in the incident, or were responsible for

implementing corrective actions following the incident
• to those not involved in the incident or corrective action, it was as if the incident had never happened.

Throness says this memory loss happens even with extensive written communication describing the incident, and with 
redesigned training programs after the incident. 

Corporate Memory of Accidents Lasts Only Three Years
Research conducted by Barry Throness

Source: Throness, B., “Keeping the Memory Alive, Preventing 
Memory Loss that Contributes to Process Safety Events,” Process 
Safety Progress, 33 (2), pp. 115–123, https://aiche.onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/prs.11635 (Oct. 24, 2013).

Researchers tested people’s memories using a series of index cards. First, they showed test subjects hundreds of 
index cards that contained words or images. Hours later, they were shown more index cards — some they had seen 
earlier, some they had not. They were asked to separate the cards they remembered seeing earlier in the day. The 
researchers found that:

• cards with written abstract words (e.g., “animal” or “justice”) were remembered the least accurately
• cards with written names of physical objects (e.g., “dog” or “chair”) were remembered 200% better than the

written abstract words
• cards with pictures of objects (e.g., an illustration of a dog or an illustration of a chair) were remembered as much

as 800% better than abstract words.

Illustrations Help to Improve Memory
Research conducted by James M. Clark and Allan Paivio

Source: Clark, J. M., and A. Paivio, “Dual Coding Theory 
and Education,” Educational Psychology Review, 3 (3), www.
csuchico.edu/~nschwartz/Clark%20&%20Paivio.pdf (1991). 
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